My research group uses theory and simulation techniques to connect molecular features of macromolecular materials, specifically polymers, to their morphology and macroscopic properties, thereby guiding synthesis of materials for target applications.

In the first part of my talk I will first present our recent theory and simulation studies of polymer functionalized nanoparticles in polymer nanocomposites. The goal of this work is to control spatial arrangement of nanoparticles in a polymer nanocomposite so as to engineer materials with target mechanical or optical properties. One can tailor the inter-particle interactions and precisely control the assembly of the particles in the polymer matrix by functionalizing nanoparticle surfaces with ligands such as polymers, and systematically tuning the composition, chemistry, molecular weight and grafting density of the ligands. We have developed an integrated self-consistent approach involving Polymer Reference Interaction Site Model (PRISM) theory and Monte Carlo simulations to study polymer grafted nanoparticles in polymer matrix, and understand the effect of heterogeneity, such as monomer chemistry, monomer sequence, and polydispersity, in the polymer functionalization on the potential of mean force between functionalized nanoparticles, and the dispersion/assembly of functionalized nanoparticles.

In the second part of my talk I will present our recent simulation work linking molecular features of conjugated polymers to morphology, and in turn efficiency of organic solar cells. Organic solar cells consist of an active layer made of an electron donating species (e.g. conjugated polymer) and an electron accepting species (e.g. fullerene derivative). The efficiency of a solar cell is dependent on the morphology of the donor and acceptor materials. For high efficiency the morphology must have a) large interfacial area to facilitate charge separation, while being small enough so charge carriers can diffuse to the donor-acceptor interface before their energy is dissipated and b) continuous pathways for charge carriers to reach their respective electrodes. Donor-acceptor morphology is dependent on the chemistry and architecture of the conjugated polymer and its interactions with the acceptor material (fullerene derivatives). We use molecular simulations to understand the effects of varying conjugated polymer architecture, polymer chemistry, fullerene derivative chemistry, and processing conditions on order -disorder transition and morphology within blends of conjugated polymer and fullerene derivatives used in bulk heterojunction solar cells.
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